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3 Lay Summary

This project develops a framework to allow for the generation of new functional organic molecules with special optoelectronic properties that can foster the design of novel electronic devices. We will do this by using a combination of different deep learning models that reduces the time and computational costs needed to generate new molecules with potential relevance.
to optoelectronics substantially. Our deep learning models are trained on a labelled data set containing the configurations of organic molecules extracted from a database of crystal-forming molecules and the corresponding excitation energies computed at a high level of accuracy. We first apply a generative model trained on this data set to create new molecules and then predict their optoelectronic properties with a previously developed model for excitation energies and photoemission spectra, which was trained on the same data set. We further develop an automated workflow that retrained the generative model to produce molecules that satisfy specific property targets.

4 Aims and Objectives

Machine learning (ML) methods have great utility in molecular simulation and computational chemistry. Computational predictions of molecular systems based on quantum theory are accurate but computationally extremely demanding. As a consequence they require large-scale high performance computing resources. ML methods have the ability to retain the predictive power of quantum theory but reduce the computational cost. As large amounts of computational materials simulation data become available in public databases, sufficient data is available to train ML models to perform quantum theoretical predictions. In this project, we used public data to train a deep neural network to predict stable structures of functional organic molecules. The data set is called "OE62" and contains approximately 62,000 structures that are relaxed at Density Functional Theory (DFT) level and were extracted from organic crystals.

The main aim of this project was to build a generative model which could produce molecules which had similar properties to our training set but were novel in terms of their molecular structures and were likely not considered before by experiments. The second goal to our project was to create an automated framework that combines this generative model with a recently developed deep learning model that can accurately predict molecular energy levels and photoemission resonances. Both of these models, the generative model and the model to predict to energy levels, were validated using DFT reference calculations. Our goal was to combine them to create a loop that generates molecules and then predicts their desired properties. Molecules that satisfy certain target properties, are then used to retrain the existing generative model. The final framework can be used to generate new systems with desirable properties extremely fast. Desired properties that we have considered are a large ionization potential (highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy level), small electron affinities (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy level), and small HOMO-LUMO-gaps. This may be used combine different systems to design organic electronic devices.

5 Methodology

The main tools that were used in the project were FHIaims for the DFT calculations and the two ML models, namely Gschnet, the generative model, and Schnet + H, a model for predicting orbital and quasiparticle energies. The latter is based on the continuous filter convolutional deep neural network SchNet. We will briefly describe both the models here and the parameters we used in our DFT calculations.

The G-Schnet model is an autoregressive model designed to have an input of position vectors in three dimensional euclidean space as well as an array of scalar values corresponding to the atomic number of atoms in the input molecule. A key component to the G-Schnet model is that it is rotationally invariant which is done by placing atoms sequentially onto a generated molecule according to the learned conditional probability distribution. The model also contains a series of convolutional layers which allows it to capture local properties such as functional groups, rings and any other key features contained in the molecules.
The architecture of the G-Schnet model is very similar to the Schnet model which was originally developed to predict quantum mechanical properties of molecular systems. We will briefly describe the different elements here. First of all, the model represents the position and charge array as an atom representation containing all the relevant information about the system. This is done in two main parts, an embedding layer, mapping atom types to initial feature vectors, and interaction blocks that update the features according to the atomic environments using continuous-filter convolutions. We used nine interaction layers and one embedding layer, each with 128 atom features, similar to the parameters used for training the QM9 data set. The next step in the model is to predict the conditional probabilities of charges and position vectors. To do this we encode the charges of all the atom types using an embedding layer as well as a stop token, telling the model to stop building off the atom. The atomic representation in the first step of the model is then multiplied by the charge embeddings. This new vector is then processed by five atom-wise dense layers with shifted softplus non-linearity and a softmax activation functions. Both the charges and positions of predicted atoms are treated in a similar way. Figure 1 gives an overview of the process described.

The second model we used in our project is the SchNet+H model. As the network architecture of SchNet+H is explained in the original reference in details, we will only briefly describe it here. The SchNet+H is an adaptation of Schnet, which is a convolutional message-passing neural network that was originally developed to model scalar valued properties and their derivatives and has recently been extended to model multiple energy levels and multi-state properties in the context of molecular excited states. This model takes the same input as SchNet, i.e., it learns a molecular representation based on interatomic distances. In our case we are using the SchNet+H model to predict the quasiparticle and orbital energies of our newly generated molecules. The OE62 training data set has limited information on the quasiparticle energies so for the prediction of quasiparticle energy values, as such calculations are extremely

![Figure 1: The G-SchNet architecture with an exemplary generation step where an representative atom is generated given two already placed atoms and two tokens; the origin and focus. The final molecule created by iterating the procedure in the lower right. Network layers are shown as blocks where the output shape is shown. The embedding layers have common weights which allow for element-wise multiplication of feature vectors. Figure taken from Ref. ?](image-url)
expensive and were only provided for 5,000 structures out of 62,000 structures. Thus, we use two ML models, one SchNet+H model trained on DFT orbital energies and one multi-state (MS)-SchNet model, a variation of the SchNet model (further details can be found in references \(^?\) and \(^?\)), trained on the difference between quasiparticle and orbital energies, see equation \(^?\).

\[
\epsilon^{ML}(G0W0) = \epsilon^{ML}(DFT) + \Delta\epsilon^{ML}(G0W0 - DFT)
\]

Here the G0W0 corresponds to the quasiparticle energy. We used these predicted energies to then collect molecules with large HOMO energies and small LUMO energies. Prior to predicting orbital and quasiparticle energies we relaxed all molecular geometries at the PBE \(^?\) level of density functional theory. This is done in two stages. The method is given below. We used the trust radius enhanced variant of the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm as implemented in FHI-aims with a maximum atomic residual force criterion of \(f_{\text{max}} < 0.01\text{eV}\cdot\text{Å}^{-1}\). The electronic wave functions were expanded in a Tier1 (light) basis set. Since our database only contains closed-shell molecules, we performed spin-restricted DFT calculations. Long-range dispersion forces were included in the geometry relaxations using the Tkatchenko-Scheffler method, \(^?\) while relativistic effects were treated on the level of the atomic zero-order regular approximation (atomic ZORA). In the second stage, starting from these pre-relaxed structures, we obtained the final geometries by performing a new relaxation with Tier2 (tight) basis sets and a convergence criterion of \(f_{\text{max}} < 0.001\text{eV}\cdot\text{Å}^{-1}\). The orbital energies were then computed based on the relaxed structures using the PBE0 \(^?\) functional and tight integration settings. The quasiparticle energies at the GW level \(^?\) were computed using the setup of reference \(^?\), which is itself based on reference \(^?\). Due to the large costs of the simulations, we only computed 200 reference calculations to validate our models. We note that calculations for larger systems failed due to excessive memory requirements. These systems will be revisited in a future work.

6 Results

In order to assess the quality of our model, we compared the generated structures to the molecules in the original training set. We did this by computing bond lengths, bond angles, molecule lengths and ring frequency in both the generated and original datasets. We used the bond lengths and angles that were also used in the original G-SchNet publication. \(^?\) In addition to this analysis, we also compared the root mean squared deviation (RMSD) of the atomic positions between our generated molecules and the fully relaxed generated molecules after two steps of DFT with light and tight settings using FHI aims.

Figure 2: The left image corresponds to the RMSD of light optimised vs generated structures. The right image is the RMSD of tight optimised vs generated structures. We note that although the differences seem minor compared to G-SchNet generated structures, the differences in the DFT/PBE0 orbital energies were large between the light and tight optimised structures.
Above is the RMSD plot between the generated and fully relaxed structures. As can be seen above, the tight DFT optimisation after the light DFT optimisation has very little effect on geometry of the molecule. However, these small structural changes had huge effects on the DFT/PBE0 orbital energies, thus we referred to the tight optimisation settings for analysis of the deep learning models for orbital energies. The RMSD peaks at a value of 0.5 Å, but has a long tail which is mostly due to large molecules which make up a significant portion of the generated dataset. However the RMSDs are still sufficiently small to conclude that molecules are generated close to their most relaxed molecular state. This allows us to exclude any geometry optimisation from any further molecular generation for molecules of small to medium size. For large molecules geometry optimisation may still be necessary.

As proposed above we computed bond length, bond angles, and ring counts of the generated data set to see if G-Schnet captures the bonding patterns and structural distribution of the training set. For the bond length and bond angles, the atomic simulation environment (ASE) supports the calculation of a connectivity matrix and distance matrix from which these two properties could be calculated. In this project we calculated the bond lengths of C-C and C-O since they occurred frequently in molecules of any sizes and were also used in the original validation of G-SchNet. Similarly we calculated bond angles for C-O-C and C-C-O which is also in line with the original G-SchNet protocol. For ring counts, the canonical SMILES representation of generated molecules were read with RDKit and the symmetrized smallest set of smallest rings was computed. The ring count was then divided through by the total number of molecules to get the number of each sized ring per molecule. This is done to give a fairer comparison between the generated and training data set of different sizes. As can be seen in Figure 3, the G-Schnet generated data base produces similar distributions for all desired properties leading us to conclude that G-Schnet has accurately learns the distribution of molecular structures in the training set.

Figure 3: Graphs on the left show the bond angles and length for the generated data set and the original training set. The graph on the right show the rings per molecule for the training and generated data sets.
The final part to our project was the creation of biased models in an attempt to generate novel molecules. We were interested in molecules with a large highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), a small lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) or a small HOMO-LUMO gap. We retrained our original G-Schnet model on generated molecules with each of these properties. Figure 4 shows the HOMO and LUMO energies of the training set and the data set generated by the biased model for small HOMO-LUMO gap. The peaks of the HOMO and LUMO energies can easily be seen to be moving closer, which shows the success of the approach carried out in this work.

![Figure 4: HOMO and LUMO energies given by the biased model](image)

Figure 5 is an overview of how our biased models will improve with each loop. Once we have trained our initial biased model we will again select molecules generated, which have a small HOMO-LUMO gap and use these molecules to train another biased model. The second biased model should be more inclined to generate molecules with an even smaller HOMO-LUMO gap. We will run this loop many times in order to produce molecules with increasingly smaller HOMO-LUMO gap and in doing so satisfy our goal of generating novel molecules with tailored properties.

![Figure 5: The figure describes the procedure of generating molecules with increasingly better properties. Here we generate molecules using G-SchNet then select molecules based on properties predicted by SchNet+H. Taking these molecules we retrain G-SchNet to give our improved model.](image)
Conclusions & Future Work

We have developed a generative model that can create new large functional organic molecules up to 170 atoms. This is seen through G-Schnet generated databases replicating the distributions of different bond lengths and angles. The RMSD between G-Schnet and optimised structures shows that our model accurately generates molecules close to their most relaxed state. Furthermore, deep learning models trained on the energy levels of the used data set provide very similar quasiparticle energies for DFT-optimised structures and for G-Schnet structures, which gives us enough evidence that G-Schnet produces molecules close to their relaxed state allowing us to leave out any structural optimiser for screening purposes. Through previous work we have seen that SchNet accurately predicts the ionisation potential and electron affinity of these systems. This allowed us to select molecules with a small HOMO-LUMO gap. With these we showed that training a biased model with these molecules reduced the size of the HOMO-LUMO gap of a generated data base. We have thus fulfilled the main objectives we set out, to create a model which can accurately produce molecules of a particular class with useful properties, in our case functional organic molecules with small HOMO-LUMO gap.

In the near future we will build biased models which produce molecules with large HOMO energies and small LUMO energies. In addition we want to perform this optimisation loop many times, i.e., retrain the G-Schnet model with a small set of molecules with targeted properties, to hopefully produce optoelectronic molecules with an increasing smaller HOMO-LUMO gap. We hope that in the future our work will not only be used to suggest new optoelectronic molecules but also molecules for different purposes. This may have its applications to medicine and other areas where molecular development is vital.

Outputs, Data & Software Links

Github code: https://github.com/rhyan10/Automated-Molecular-Generation/tree/master
Note that this code will be private until the work will be published in a peer-reviewed journal.
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